Hello everyone! During the month of July, the Executive Board and Advisory Board of Trustees have continued to work very hard. The president is continuing to obtain information for new club attire, which we are very excited about! The vice president has done an excellent job at gaining new sponsorships for APVMA. During her time in office, Radiant Rhinos, Loop Abroad, and the CARES project, have all made a donation to become an APVMA sponsor. The treasurer has been communicating with potential members, as well as, recording the dues that have been paid through our new program--which is working wonderfully! The secretary has been working hard at revamping the APVMA newsletter. Lastly, the webmaster has also made some renovations to our website. Moreover, we have also finalized dates and a hotel for the APVMA Executive Board and Advisory Board of Trustees fall meeting! We are very excited for this, because that means we are one step closer to the National Symposium. As always, do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions!

Click here to be added to our emailing list
As the fall season approaches, it is almost time for most to be submitting Veterinary school applications. We asked a few members and current Veterinarians to share their experiences with interviews, and they have provided us some tips and tricks to share. We hope that this information becomes useful as you prepare for an important milestone in life.

- When answering any style of interview questions, answer with enthusiasm, have integrity, and confidence
- Be aware of current veterinary issues and controversial topics
- Be prepared to discuss your strengths and weakness, and how you are working to improve on those weaknesses
- Know the information you put on your application incase the interviewer needs you to elaborate on particular things
- Research and practice multiple styles of interview questions (e.x. behavioral, ethical, MMI, etc.)
- Learn your interviewers name and use it throughout the interview
- Bring clothing material suited for the weather your interview will be
- Always dress business professional and bring atleast two outfits for just incase reasons
- If feasible follow up with a thank you email to your interviewer or college
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

Click here to visit the APVMA website